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Abstract

this worked well. Query term reduction should be
considered if this modified scoring fails.

This paper describes experimental results of
J-J subtask of NTCIR-6 CLIR. We expanded query

2

Indexing

term using online dictionaries in a WEB. It was

We made two indices (HEADLINE and TEXT

effective for some topics of which average

index) as inverted files of n-grams for each of 1st

precision was low. Probabilistic model were

and 2nd stage corpus of J-J subtask. While the

employed for scoring, and we modified this score

length of gram n is varying from gram by gram,

multiplying by the number of varieties of query

grams are coded in fixed byte (6 byte in the

terms, also. In most cases this works well. Query

task)[1]-[3]. Corpus for 1st stage is Mainichi

term reduction should be considered if this

2000-2001 and Yomiuri 2000-2001 (858,400

modified scoring fails.

documents). Mainichi 1998-1999 and Yomiuri

Keywords: gram-based index, term expansion,

1998-1999 (596,058 documents) are added for 2nd

term variety, NTCIR

stage.
Table 1 shows the size of corpus, extracted tag
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Introduction

fields and two indices, which are made from

We participated one of traditional NTCIR task,

HEADLINE and TEXT tag field. Index size

CLIR. We made two gram-based indices, namely

overhead against extracted tag fields is 159% for

indices for HEADLINE and TEXT tag extracted

1st stage and 166% for 2nd stage added. Table 2

from test collection for J-J subtask. Since

shows time to make indices. Computer used is an

gram-based indices are able to index all strings in

ATX

target text, words that are not found in

1.6GHz, Memory: 512MB).

compatible

machine

(CPU:

Pentium4

dictionaries, are also indexed. We used words in
TITLE and DESC tag of search topics as queries.

3

Term Extraction and Expansion

Then we expanded query term using free online

Query terms are extracted from TITLE and

dictionaries in a WEB. It was effective for some

DESC tag fields in J-J subtask topics. Each

topics of which average precision was low.

compound word are segmented in words, and all

Probability model were employed for scoring, and

combinations of these words are also made. After

we modified this score multiplying by the number

our submission of runs, we tried to expand terms

of varieties of query terms, also. In most cases

manually

using

definition

part

of

online
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dictionary in a WEB (such as Wikipedia[4] and

document for the topic is multiplied by 0.6(=3/5).

Yahoo dictionaries[5]) because we noticed that

Scoring documents for two indices, we merged

some technical terms have important synonyms,

the score by simple addition of document score of

which are neither included in a topic nor best rank

both indices.

documents retrieved even if we use pseudorelevance feedback. These expansions may be
done automatically using namely part such as '()'

5

Results
We submitted 5 runs for 1st stage. Table 3

shows the combination of query term set (TITLE

or '/' in dictionaries.

and DESC) for HEADLINE and TEXT index.
Table 1. Size of corpus, tag fields

‘OKSAT-J-J-‘ is abbreviated in run-id column.
Last two runs i.e. D-04 and T-05 are scored

and indices

multiplying by term variety factor (TVF in the
st

nd

2 added

table) as described in 4.

stage

1

corpus size

1.00GB

777MB

<HEADLINE> tag

46.3MB

32.7MB

Table 3. Submitted runs

<TEXT> tag

854MB

657MB

for 1st stage (OKSAT, J-J)

<HEADLINE> index

110MB

80.8MB

<TEXT> index

1.48GB

1.17GB

Table 2. Time to make indices

run-id

HEADLINE

TEXT

TVF

D-01

DESC

DESC

no

TD-02

TITLE

DESC

no

T-03

TITLE

TITLE

no

stage

1st

2nd added

D-04

DESC

DESC

yes

<HEADLINE>

1.54min

1.09min

T-05

TITLE

TITLE

yes

<TEXT>

26.8min

20.6min

total

28.3min

21.7min

Figure 1 shows relationship between topic and
average precision of relax evaluation of D-01 and

4

Ranking

D-04. In this figure topics are re-ordered by their

We retrieved query terms obtained by section 3

average precision in descendent order. Average of

from HEADLINE and TEXT index. Then we

average precision over evaluated topics of D01

ranked documents using probabilistic model[6].

run is 0.240, and that of D04 run is 0.268. In most

In our formal submitted run, we prepare another

topics, D04 (TVF runs) are better then D01

run in which each document score is multiplied

(normal one).

by term variety factor (TVF) i.e. the number of

We made two post-submission runs D01’ and

query term appeared in the document (ta) divided

D04’. These are term-arranged version of D-01

by the number of query terms for a topic (tt). For

and D04. We expanded terms using definition part

example the number of query terms for a topic is

of online dictionary as described in 3. On the

tt=5 and the number of query terms appeared in a

other hand we reduce the number of terms for

document is ta=3 out of 5. Then score of the

topics whose average precision of D04 (TVF
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version) is lower than that of D01 (normal

which average precision was low. We also tried to

version). Figure 2 shows average precision of

weight score by query term variety factor (TVF).

D01’ and D04’. Topics are re-ordered again since

In most cases this worked well. Query term

average precision changed. Average of average

reduction should be considered if TVF scoring

precision of D01’ is 0.302, and that of D04’ is

fails.

0.327.
Table 4. Reduction of query terms

6

Discussions
Comparing D01 with D04 run, we observe that

TVF multiplication is effective. As for term

topic#

query
terms

expansion using online dictionary is effective in
5

some topics. The followings are success example.
Topic#020: “ 2000  ” => “Y2K”

24
2

Topic#070: “  ”
=> “



”
16

Right side term of ‘=>’ is expanded from left side
term. Addition of these synonyms is very

50

effective. On the other hand, the followings are

6

failure example.
Topic#043: “

run ID

average
precision

D01

0.179

D04

0.126

D01’

0.307

D04’

0.282

D01

0.521

D04

0.349

D01’

0.605

D04’

0.732

 ”

=> “”, ” ”,
” ”
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dictionaries. It was effective for some topics of
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Figure 1. Average precision of submitted run D01 and D04

 
 

 
 





























 


Figure 2. Average precision of post-submission run D01' and D04'

